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Supply and Install of Benches for Laboratories-Environment & Oil College-Mosul University-East Mosul

General Specification 
1-  All the materials supplied by the contractor must be according to Iraq's standard Specifications
2-  The contractor must provide samples , catalogues and specification of materials for testing and approval by the site engineer 
3-  Contractor must pay the cost for samples including any laboratory tests, both inside and outside the country as required 
4- The price of works includes all job requirements as per Iraq's standard specification.
5- Contractor should provide PPE for all labors, personnel, Engineers and possible visitors to the site.
6- Any unconcealed (above the walls) pipes should be covered with plastic materials.
7- The contractor shall compensate and repair any part of the building for any damage.

Item Description
Civil works
Benches for laboratories ( Benches beside the laboratory walls): 
Supplying materials, tools, and manpower to install the benches beside the walls of laboratories. The benches specifications are : 
- The surface is made of compact laminate, 16 mm thickness with antiacid, non-porous for chemical materials properties, and withstand significant sunlight 
exposure, the width is 75 cm, height is 90 cm. 
- The frame is anti-rust metal and resistant to chemical materials, with 2 mm thickness metal. 
- The benches are supplied with a gas valve every 3 meters. 
- Cabinets and drawers within the benches are made of MDF wood, and according to the request. 
- Easily disinfected and cleaned all the frames and surfaces of the benches. 
- The benches included Sinks, Made of high-quality anti-corrosive, anti-acid plastic material, Provided with a water tap and all necessary fitting parts. 
- The dimensions and specifications are according to the attached sketch. 
- connecting all services pipes ( water supply and drainage system) with the source, the price includes check the source and test it inside labs and outside with 
all piping and fittings required, according to the site engineer instructions. 
- The price includes all diverts of pipes ( sanitary pipes, water supply) to be match with drawings. 
- The price includes any modification in the porcelain tiles to get perfect direction for all systems (piping and cables) the work includes removing and apply new 
porcelain for that area and the new porcelain must match with the existing tiles and remove all debris from the site, according to the site engineer instructions. 
- Any damage (in the door, windows, floor, wall, and painting... etc.) due to the implementation of work, the contractor must repair it. 
all required works to complete the job will be included within the price. 
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Benches for laboratories ( Benches in the middle of laboratory): 
Supplying of materials, tools and manpower to install the benches in the mid of laboratories. The benches  specifications are : 
- The surface is made of compact laminate, 16 mm thickness with antiacid, non-porous for chemical materials properties, and withstand significant sunlight 
exposure, the width is 154 cm, height is 90 cm. 
-  The frame is anti-rust metal and resistant to chemical materials, with 2 mm thickness metal. 
- The benches are supplied with a gas valve every 3 meters. 
- Cabinets and drawers within the benches are made of MDF wood, and according to the request. 
- Easily disinfected and cleaned all the frames and surfaces of the benches. 
- The benches included Sinks, Made of high-quality anti-corrosive, anti-acid plastic material, Provided with a water tap and all necessary fitting parts. 
- The dimensions and specifications are according to the attached sketch. 
- connecting all services pipes ( water supply and drainage system) with the source after connection, the price includes check the source and test it inside labs 
and outside with all piping and fittings according to the site engineer instructions. 
- The price includes all diverts of pipes ( sanitary pipes, water supply) to be match with drawings. 
- The price includes any modification in the porcelain tiles to get perfect direction for all systems (piping and cables) the work includes removing and apply new 
porcelain for that area and the new porcelain must match with the existing tiles and remove all debris from the site, according to the site engineer instructions. 
- any damage ( indoor, floor, wall and painting ...etc.) due to the implementation of work, the contractor must repair it. All required works to complete the job 
will be included within the price. 
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The Laboratory Fume Hood : 
Supplying of materials, tools and manpower to install the fume hood.   
- Specifications:-  
- Made of anti-acid, anti-rust, anti-corrosive metal with electrostatic spraying with epoxy resin powder. dimensions : 120 cm width, 75 cm depth, 240 cm height. 
-  Provided with water tap, gas valve, 220V electric socket, water basin (sink) and lighting source in form of fluorescent lamp, water proofing and anti-corrosive. 
- The price includes all electrical connections like: wires, cables, suitable socket switch, PVC pipes, cable trays and all the required works to complete the 
connection to the SBD according to the supervisor engineer instruction. 
- Provided with an exhaust system with 1400CFM size and specifications fan and connected to an aluminum pipe to transfer the fume to outside of laboratory. 
- Provided with a vertical mobile sliding window. 
- Easily disinfected and cleaned parts. 
- The dimensions and specifications according to the attached sketch. 
- The price includes the galvanized ducts from the Hood to the window, exhaust grille with all connections and fitting, the size will be according to the site 
engineers. All with all required works to complete the job will be included within the price . 

Metal Shelf for the beside wall and middle benches : 
Supplying of materials, tools and  manpower to install the Metal shelf over the beside wall and middle benches. Specifications are : 
- Made of anti-rust metal and resistant for chemical materials, with 2 mm thickness. 
- Easily disinfected and cleaned metal. 
- install Hollow Pipe 0.625 cm in all open side of the shelves  ,Thermal painting , anti-rust metal and resistant for chemical materials . 
- The dimensions and specifications according to the attached drawings.

ACID AND BASE STORAGE CABINETS : 
Supplying of materials, tools and  manpower to install the Acid and base storage cabinets . Specifications are : 
- Made of anti-rust metal and resistant for chemical materials. 
- Easily disinfected and cleaned metal. 
- The dimensions of the cabinet (50*90*200)cm . 
- highly resistant to abrasive chemicals and, guarantees a long life of friendly use. 
- There are air suction and air supply channels at each rack level.  
- Should be connected to a technical ventilation system allowing for air circulation.
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Laboratory  stools (chairs):  
Supplying of materials, tools and  manpower to install and fix the Stools in the laboratories , Adjustable stainless steel swivel stool , round foot ring and extra 
wide base for stability, it's comfortable to sit and can be washed, cleaned and disinfected if contaminated . The shaft can be gas lift or manual adjustment , 
with stand of feet . the Seat size Diameter 330  The Stool is height and low with piston systems ,The height of the Stool between 46.5-65.5 cm  , angle of 
rotation 360 degree, The seat is high quality plastic and comfortable , The frame is made of iron tube with powder coated. with standers specifications

Emergency face washing douche : 
Supplying of materials, tools and  manpower to install the emergency face washing douche at the requested sites in the laboratories . All the parts are covered 
with powerful polyester powder enamel over brass that is highly resistant to 
chemicals and abrasive substances and manufactured at CE-DIN12899-UNI19608 standards . It may be easily moved and rotated from the 
hinges fixing on the bench 360 degree rotatable, easily moving polypropylene joints all the work according to standard specifications of this fitting.

fire extinguisher  
Supply and installed of fire extinguisher type CO2 (12kg), the price include stands, bolts, etc...with all necessary works

Emulsion painting: 
Supply of materials, tools and manpower to paint the interior walls and ceilings, with 3 layers of emulsion painting (Jotun, Betek, CAPAROL, Polisan, dyo or 
equivalent). The paint should be diluted (10%--15%) with water to achieve the coverage of painting of not more than (10-12) m2/Liter/layer. The job includes 
cleaning the walls and ceilings, removing the dirt and dust, repairing all the cracks and filling all the holes before painting. All needed works to complete the 
job, shall be included within the price.

Ceramic tiles for Floors: 
Supply of materials, tools and manpower to remove the damaged ceramic tiles and dumping it to a place approved by local authority, then apply ceramic tiles 
for floors same as the existing size and color, using cement sand mortar(1:3), filling the joints with white cement paste. All needed work to complete the job will 
be included within the price.

Subtotal for Civil Works
Electricity works

Note:- The price include removal and disposal all defective and damage items to designated stores "The following items shall include supply, replace, 
install, connect and commission lighting points and power socket outlets, including PVC conduits and fittings, laying wires/ cables, switches or socket 
outlet up to its sub-panel board. In case the conduits and /or wires  already exist than contractor must ensure to check thoroughly and make proper 
replacement for defective items if any. All the necessary equipment/items ( if any) must be earthed properly with specific wire/cable size. All the works 
should be implemented according to the Iraqi standard.
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Socket Switch(13A): 
Supplying & fixing of combine 13A, universal switch-socket with shuttered & indicator outlet, on PVC molded tough surface box includes wiring/connecting with 
1.0 kV grade 3*2.5mm² PVC insulated copper cable/wires laid inside existing concealed PVC pipe and if required laid through new surface PVC pipe (20 mm dia) 
with all accessories. The price includes supplying, installing, connecting, laying, drilling, cutting (concrete wall if required), earthing and commissioning to 
complete works as required. The sockets shall be install with the benches and lab equipment according to provided benches drawings and according to 
supervisors' engineers instruction.

Socket Switch(15A): 
Supplying & fixing of combine 15A, universal switch-socket with shuttered & indicator outlet, on PVC molded tough surface box includes wiring/connecting with 
1.0 kV grade 3*2.5mm² PVC insulated copper cable/wires laid inside existing concealed PVC pipe and if required laid through new surface PVC pipe (20 mm dia) 
with all accessories. The price includes supplying, installing, connecting, laying, drilling, cutting (concrete wall if required), earthing and commissioning to 
complete works as required. The sockets shall be install with the benches and lab equipment according to provided benches drawings and according to 
supervisors' engineers instruction.  

Exhaust fan 12":  
Supplying, installing, testing and commissioning of exhaust fan 12" with Aluminum louvers 220 volt A.C 1400 rpm complete set includes connecting with SP 1-way 
6A switch and wiring with 1.0 kV grade 2x1.5 mm² single core PVC insulated copper wire laid through surface PVC conduit pipe (20 mm dia) with all accessories. 
The price includes supplying, installing, laying, connecting, necessary cutting, drilling, testing, and commissioning with all accessories  to complete  works as 
required. 

45A Double Pole Switch with Neon: 
Supply, connect and commission electrical point with electrical switch of  45 Amp 1-gang, 1- way double pole switch with LED power indicator includes using 
wires of (3x4) mm², and 1.0 kV grade 1*1.5mm² for earthing, laid inside PVC conduit pipe with all accessories. circular junction box, square plastic box, etc..). 
The price includes supplying, installing, connecting, laying, drilling & cutting ( concrete wall if required ) and commissioning to complete works as required. 

Metallic cable tray: 
Supplying, installing, commissioning of galvanized Metallic cable tray size (5*10 cm ) with associated cover, to be fixed on above the false ceiling with 
accessories such as special metallic clamps. The price include all required material, accessories and associated works (cutting, drilling, repair, painting) and any 
other job to complete the work entirely

Subtotal for Electrical Works

Total

Name of Bidder:         ______________________________
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Authorized signature: ______________________________

Functional Title:         ______________________________

Company:                   ______________________________

Date:                          ______________________________                          
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Supply and Install of Benches for Laboratories-Environment & Oil College-Mosul University-East Mosul

General Specification 
1-  All the materials supplied by the contractor must be according to Iraq's standard Specifications
2-  The contractor must provide samples , catalogues and specification of materials for testing and approval by the site engineer 
3-  Contractor must pay the cost for samples including any laboratory tests, both inside and outside the country as required 
4- The price of works includes all job requirements as per Iraq's standard specification.
5- Contractor should provide PPE for all labors, personnel, Engineers and possible visitors to the site.
6- Any unconcealed (above the walls) pipes should be covered with plastic materials.
7- The contractor shall compensate and repair any part of the building for any damage.

Unit Qty Price$ Total $

M.L. 355.00 0.00
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M.L. 245.00 0.00
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No. 9.00 0.00

M.L. 280.00 0.00

No. 10.00 0.00
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No. 245.00 0.00

No. 15.00 0.00

No. 12.00 0.00

M2 300.00 0.00

M2 200.00 0.00

0.00
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NO 35.00 0.00

NO 35.00 0.00

NO 6.00 0.00

NO 10.00 0.00

M 70.00 0.00

0.00

0.00
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